
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

TAZEWELL COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

 

DAVIE AND ASSOCIATES 

DERMATOPATHOLOGY, P.A., 

                       Plaintiff, 

       v. 

REDITUS HEALTHCARE, LLC, AARON 

ROSSI, and REDITUS LABORATORIES, 

LLC, 

 

                      Defendants. 
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DAAD’S MOTION TO LIFT CONFIDENTIALITY DESIGNATIONS ON  

CERTAIN REDACTED AND IMPOUNDED PLEADINGS 

 

Plaintiff Davie and Associates Dermatopathology, P.A. (“DAAD”) by its undersigned 

counsel, moves for leave to file unredacted versions of the following pleadings in the public record: 

(1) Plaintiff’s Motion to a Add Count for a Declaratory Judgment; (2) Plaintiff’s Motion for 

Summary Judgment and supporting memorandum on the issue of who owns a majority of Reditus 

Labs; (3) the Declaration of Craig Greene which is an Exhibit to the Motion for Summary 

Judgment; and (4) the Paul and Bare Settlements. In support of this Motion, DAAD states: 

1. Consistent with the First Amendment, the Court’s May 3, 2022 Order requires a 

party to obtain permission to file redacted or impounded pleadings. 

2. DAAD does not believe that the pleadings and forensic accountant declaration that 

are the subject of this motion should be redacted or filed outside the public record as impounded. 

Far worse evidence of Rossi’s misconduct is already in the public record. It is also the subject of 

extensive media coverage and has been made public by Rossi who engages in flagrant displays of 

his newfound wealth that is the result of his crimes and a preplanned squeeze out of DAAD as set 
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forth below. Since similar information has been made public by Rossi he does not get to pick and 

choose what is public and what remains secret. 

3. Rossi’s over the top lifestyle of the “Rich and Famous” or the financial details of 

his crime spree is not a trade secret entitled to special protection from disclosure in the public 

record. Rossi shows his employees and others his bank account balance on his iPhone Chase Bank 

app every chance he gets. Rossi brags to anyone who will listen about how rich and successful he 

is inviting distant acquaintances for rides on his Jet or $1.7 Million RV to go to a Notre Dame sky 

box he caused Reditus Labs to lease. He drives around Tazewell County in any one of his 52 

supercars, including a white Rolls Royce designed for the rap star Post Malone and a Lime Green 

Lamborghini worth over a million dollars that is number 1 of 900 (he paid $750,000 for it but it 

has increased in value). He wears a collection of watches costing tens of thousands of dollars, 

travels with his Luis Vuitton luggage collection, and used hundreds of thousands of Reditus Labs 

dollars to attend events hosted by the Kardashians in Beverly Hills. With an armed security detail 

(of retired Pekin policemen) paid by Reditus Labs always at his side, Rossi attires himself in 

tailored suits and clothes purchased with Reditus Labs monies and made by Muhammad Ali and 

Deon Saunders’ tailor. https://grandstrandmag.com/feature/sharp_dressed_suit_man. Rossi 

charged all these purchases which cost a fortune to Reditus Labs and gave them phony accounting 

entries. 

4.  Only in this case does Rossi want select portions of his financial information kept 

a secret. Exhibit 1. As demonstrated, Rossi has taken no measures to keep any of the subject 

information secret as the law requires for trade secret protection. Rossi’s wealth and enormous 

income has now been widely reported. https://www.wglt.org/local-news/2022-03-23/records-

show-reditus-ceo-amassed-a-fleet-of-luxury-vehicles-and-2-private-planes. 

https://grandstrandmag.com/feature/sharp_dressed_suit_man
https://www.wglt.org/local-news/2022-03-23/records-show-reditus-ceo-amassed-a-fleet-of-luxury-vehicles-and-2-private-planes
https://www.wglt.org/local-news/2022-03-23/records-show-reditus-ceo-amassed-a-fleet-of-luxury-vehicles-and-2-private-planes
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5. In the meet and confers which resulted in forcing DAAD to file this Motion, Rossi’s 

legal team does nothing more than trumpet that the information at issue is financial and therefore 

should be kept confidential. That is not the law.  

6. The overly broad and amorphous definition in the Protective Order of what 

constitutes confidential information flies in the face of well-established precedent limiting 

confidentiality designations to trade secrets and even precluding use of the term documents 

“believed to contain trade secrets” as too amorphous. Citizens First Nat. Bank of Princeton v. 

Cincinnati Ins. Co., 178 F.3d 943, 946 (7th Cir. 1999 (warning against “the standardless, 

stipulated, permanent, frozen, overbroad blanket order”); In re Krynicki, 983 F.2d 74, 77−78 

(7th Cir. 1992) (chambers opinion) (requesting that the district court “make a refined assessment 

of which information should remain confidential” after the district court “entered an order 

providing: ‘Counsel for any party may designate any documents, deposition testimony, 

interrogatory responses or other information taken, given or exchanged in the course of pretrial 

discovery in this action 'Confidential.’”) Properly understood, “trade secrets” is a term that 

includes confidential financial information and is only entitled to protection if it has been kept 

under lock and key and, if disclosed, could injure, or damage the company’s ability to compete. 

May Centers, supra, 153 Ill.App.3d at1021-22; see also, In re Caesars Ent. Operating Co., Inc., 

584 B.R. 847, 851, 852 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2018) (“To demonstrate good cause, the movant must 

show that disclosure would result in a ‘clearly defined and serious injury.’”); Andrew Corp. v. 

Rossi, 180 F.R.D. 338, 341 (N.D. Ill. 1998)( “the movant must show that (1) the interest for which 

protection is sought is an actual trade secret or other confidential business information protected 

under the Rule, and that (2) there is good cause for the protective order.”) 
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7. DAAD only filed the pleadings and declaration that are the subject of this motion 

in redacted form because they contain information that DAAD was required to agree would 

initially be designated as confidential to gain access to the Reditus Laboratories LLC (“Reditus 

Labs”) electronic financial records and general ledger.1 The receiver and counsel for Reditus 

required this agreement. DAAD has asked to remove from the confidentiality designations all 

financial information relating to Aaron Rossi’s alleged “Theft & Waste” alleged in the Verified 

Second Amended Complaint and Motion to Appoint a Receiver and to designate only trade secrets, 

private medical information, and personal information such as social security numbers as 

“Confidential”. DAAD does not object to true trade secret and confidential information such as 

the recent Receiver report being kept confidential as that information is properly confidential 

because keeping it confidential is needed for Reditus Labs to maximize its value in the wake of 

the mess caused by Rossi’s misconduct. As an owner of Reditus Labs, DAAD know what should 

properly be kept confidential to help the business and what is properly the subject of public 

pleadings. 

8. It is DAAD’s position that no financial information relating to Aaron Rossi’s 

fiduciary fraud, racketeering activities (which include wire and mail fraud), fixer deals paid for 

with Reditus monies, and excessive spending and compensation should be kept out of the public 

record. This includes all the financial evidence of Mr. Rossi’s misuse (aided and abetted by his 

personal and LLC attorneys) of the Rod Bare and Dr. Paul settlement agreements (and the 

 
1  DAAD could not have filed the subject motions absent that agreement. DAAD first attempted to obtain an 

agreement that the financial evidence of Rossi’s misdeeds should be public record but to no avail. That is because 

the evidence in addition to showing that Rossi is con man and thief also reveals that his lawyers aided and abetted 

the wrongdoing. They knew that the records would subject them to suit.  That is why they have their outside 

malpractice counsel attend every hearing even though DAAD is still in the process of gathering evidence to sue 

them. DAAD expects to bring racketeering claims under RICO against Rossi (and many business entities outlined in 

the recently filed report of the receiver) as well as against the attorneys, bankers and others that appear to have aided 

and abetted his crime spree and fiduciary fraud. 
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fraudulent way Rossi recorded them in Reditus Labs’ books) to falsely make himself the majority 

owner of Reditus Labs when in fact DAAD is the majority owner. This is the information that is 

the subject of this Motion and the reason why DAAD was forced to file redacted and impounded 

pleadings and an impounded declaration of a forensic accountant. Rossi and his conflicted counsel 

insist on misusing the confidentiality stamp to conceal their misdeeds and to further their media 

campaign that Rossi is a falsely maligned successful entrepreneur who saved central Illinois from 

the ravages of Covid. 

9. In fact, as his own brother Rod Bare attests in his sworn declaration, Rossi has been 

a thief all his life and appears to a have an opioid problem. Rossi started his embezzlement career 

by stealing from his financially strapped mother and later building PAL Health and then Reditus 

Labs with embezzled riches he stole from Dr. Nord, Dr. Keller, his own brother Rod Bare and Dr. 

Paul.  

10. Rossi’s criminality continued with a pre-planned scheme to steal businesses, 

including Reditus Labs, the pot farming facility and the PAL Health headquarters itself, from his 

partners in PAL Health, who were his self-proclaimed “best friend” Dr. Paul and his own brother. 

Rossi next moved on to stealing DAAD and Dr. Davie’s business model and trade secrets through 

a scheme that pre-dated the creation of Reditus Labs to squeeze out DAAD from Reditus Labs as 

soon as Rossi obtained the benefit of Dr. Davie’s experience and trade secrets.  

11. Rossi bragged to his brother, as recounted in the brother’s sworn declaration, that 

Rossi would accomplish his intended theft of DAAD’s interest in Reditus Labs through a poison 

pill he had intentionally planted in the Reditus Labs Operating Agreement. Rossi explained to his 

brother in a text exchange that many people “don’t know” that “it is not always good to be an 

owner”. Rossi also explained to his brother that the “poison pill” distribution provision in the 
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Operating Agreement allowed Rossi to squeeze out DAAD by holding back distributions while 

paying himself and his family virtually all the hundreds of millions in the profits of Reditus Labs 

(which resulted in a $52 million income tax bill for Rossi alone). Rossi accomplished this 

attempted squeeze-out plan through grossly inflated salaries, bonuses and consulting fees along 

with credit card sprees to buy every luxury item he could conceive of and to invest in a pot growing 

facility and wild-eyed schemes such as an albino turtle farm and a bourbon business in Tennessee.2 

Rossi paid himself far more than the CEOs of Caterpillar, John Deere, ADM and Ford combined, 

leaving almost no money for profit distributions to DAAD just as he had planned when he planted 

the poison pill in the Operating Agreement in violation of his fiduciary duties to DAAD and Dr. 

Davie.  

12. Rossi is a common crook who doesn’t want the financial details of his crimes, tax 

cheating, fixer arrangements, and accounting frauds exposed. Rossi’s high paid “big shot” lawyers 

(including his uncle Mark Rossi the general counsel of Reditus Labs) all appear to have aided in 

the criminal enterprise and helped to hide Rossi’s dirty secrets. They are thus doing everything 

they can to hide their misconduct as well. For example, Mark Rossi only provided incomplete 

copies of the Dr. Paul and Rod Bare settlements to DAAD, when required to do so by the receiver, 

leaving off incriminating exhibits that subject him and his co-counsel to potential RICO and breach 

of fiduciary duty claims. The exhibits to the Paul settlement evidence what appears to be an illegal 

scheme to conceal evidence or at minimum conceal from DAAD that Reditus Labs was paying 

substantial monies to Paul in part to conceal inappropriate conduct by Rossi and not Reditus Labs.  

 
2  Almost as soon as the ink was dry on the Reditus Labs Operating Agreement, Rossi confessed to Kelly 

Murphy the CFO of Reditus Labs and PAL Health that he intended to kick Dr. Davie out and bring in local 

pathologists to replace Dr. Davie. He knew that Reditus Labs was the key to riches (even before Covid) and was 

desperate to steal the opportunity that Dr. Davie created for him because PAL Health was in financial shambles due 

to Rossi’s embezzlement and extravagant lifestyle. Rossi had maxed out all the company credit cards so he could act 

like a big shot and attend events such as a Chicago Bears game in London. All these facts are set forth in Kelly 

Murphy’s sworn declaration which is an exhibit to the pleadings that are the subject of this motion. 
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13. To this day, Aaron Rossi, who could not pass the exams to qualify for a residency, 

impersonates an orthopedic surgeon. Rossi calls himself a doctor against the direction of the 

licensing authorities as recounted by Dr. Nord at his deposition in this case. Rossi thinks he can 

buy himself out of any situation. As he insisted to his brother (Exhibit 1), he believes his money 

will keep him out of jail on the federal income tax charges he faces because he has hired an army 

of seventeen (17) attorneys. He has no shame, and his narcissistic shell remains unbroken.  

14. Rossi lacks any moral compass. As attested to by his brother, right after he 

graduated from a Caribbean Medical School, Rossi was fired from a low-level medical job at 

Northwestern Hospital for coming to work reeking of alcohol. Rossi now faces the loss of his 

surgical assistant license for embezzlement and for illegally prescribing opioids and 

amphetamines. He even reneged on a $500 agreement with his brother to help support their mother 

who had loaned Rossi the money to finish medical school. He calls his own mother a “whore” for 

asking him to pay back the loan. He made these statements to Dr. Herzog and Dr. Davie when he 

was courting them for business and maligns his mother to anyone who will listen. 

15. Former medical employees Rossi supervised have stated he engaged in lewd and 

other inappropriate conduct when he ran Dr. Nord and Dr. Keller’s practice. Rossi allegedly used 

a sexual relationship with a bookkeeping employee, who was a heroin addict in treatment, to help 

with the embezzlement. Rossi allegedly gave this particular mistress (one of three he allegedly had 

while working for Keller and Nord) opioids in return for helping him steal money from Dr. Nord 

and Dr. Keller. Rossi also had Reditus Labs pay for a monthly subscription for his membership in 

a cheater’s website apparently used to procure other mistresses.  

16. One reason Rossi paid millions of dollars to settle Dr. Paul’s claims was to conceal 

horrible text messages he had written that were littered with the “N word” and other racist, sexist 
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or body shaming remarks which Rossi which he tried to minimize and justify to his brother as just 

“locker room talk”. Rossi enlisted his “legal” counsel to help him permanently destroy all those 

texts but with Reditus Labs, not Rossi, footing the enormous cost. The lawyers, acting as “fixers” 

more akin to the fictional character Ray Donavan or Roy Cohen or Michael Cohen (Trump’s 

former lawyer) than professional legal counsel, helped Rossi try to bury this small portion of his 

dirty laundry forever. These lawyers told Rossi, as Rossi recounted in text exchanges with his 

brother, that Reditus Labs would lose its state Covid testing business if his monstrous text message 

exchanges ever saw the light of day. These same lawyers arranged for Reditus Labs, not Rossi, to 

pay the steep multi-million-dollar price of destroying all copies of Rossi’s secret text exchanges. 

Understandably Rossi now wants the Paul settlement evidencing that corrupt mobster style 

transaction kept out of the public record. DAAD as an owner of Reditus Labs cannot see the texts 

the LLC paid for to further support of an argument that these texts were a Rossi personal problem 

that should have been paid for by Rossi and not by Reditus Labs. 

17. Like the main character Bobby Axelrod in his favorite television program 

“Billions”, Rossi trumpets his tax fraud indictment as a badge of honor. He bragged to his brother 

(Exhibit 1) and anyone else he could convince to listen that he has a “target” on his back because 

he is so rich and successful. He claims to be a victim of publicity seeking federal prosecutors out 

to make a name for themselves in bringing him down. He has even hired a media and crisis 

management team to try to intimidate the media and peddle his lies.  

18. Fortified by a legal team who, according to Rossi’s own brother, was looking to 

stay on the “gravy train” and only acting as “yes men”, Rossi believes that he is above the law. 

Rossi’s attorneys have done nothing to control his illegal behavior; to the contrary, they aided and 

abetted it and have taken actions to conceal it. As set forth in his brother’s declaration and in text 
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messages from Rossi (appended thereto), Rossi’s attorneys encouraged him to believe he will 

never have to compensate DAAD and Herzog. They falsely told him that Dr. Davie will be easy 

to defeat and promised to take Dr. Herzog “to the mat”. Worse, they have helped Rossi fraudulently 

transfer hundreds of millions of dollars out of Reditus Labs to himself and his family and to even 

steal membership shares in Reditus Labs to deny DAAD its rightful majority interest in Reditus 

Labs as alleged in the proposed Count VII to the Verified Second Amended Complaint. This is the 

information that Rossi and his legal team of “fixers” and crisis managers still want to keep secret 

because they claim Rossi is the innocent victim of a malicious prosecution by publicity hungry 

federal prosecutors. 

19. Rossi’s view is that because he paid $52 million in federal taxes from the Reditus 

Labs Covid riches he stole from his partners that there will never be a day of reckoning. And so 

far, he has gotten away with a decade’s long crime spree. His aptitude for crime is the only true 

source of his claimed business acumen. Insulated by “yes men”, crisis managers and other 

professional sycophants, Rossi still considers himself a great business success entitled to hob nob 

with business luminaries, such as Larry Fink, the head of BlackRock and John Paulson, the hedge 

fund manager made famous by the book “The Greatest Trade Ever” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Paulson). See Exhibit 1. 

20. Even though Defendants have insisted on misusing the Protective Order to require 

all financial information of Reditus Labs contained in its electronic general ledger to be considered 

stamped “Confidential” and even though they have not undertaken any analysis to limit their 

confidential designation to only truly confidential information as defined by the law, DAAD has 

offered a compromise. DAAD’s offer of compromise has been ignored. DAAD is seeking only a 

narrow category of financial information be made public. That information is the financial 
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evidence of Rossi’s criminal enterprise, his secret deals to conceal his dirty laundry, his fiduciary 

breaches, his misuse of credit cards, and his excessive compensation and personal expenditures 

with Reditus Labs’ money. This information forms the heart of DAAD’s case against Mr. Rossi; 

there is no legally valid reason to keep it secret and outside the public record especially since Rossi 

created his false image of a successful businessman by trumpeting his wealth and success all over 

Tazewell County. 

21. The law only allows for trade secrets or private personal medical information or 

social security numbers to be kept confidential. Citizens First Nat. Bank of Princeton, 178 F.3d at 

945. And even trade secrets are not automatically kept out of the public record. see, e.g., Ayyad v. 

Sprint Spectrum, L.P., 2009 WL 2197276, at *6 (Cal. Ct. App. July 24, 2009) (concluding that the 

“ultimate issue before the trial court” was not whether documents should be sealed because they 

contained trade secrets, but rather “whether [the producing party’s] interest in protecting its trade 

secret information outweighed the public’s constitutionally-protected interest in access to civil trial 

proceedings and overcame the presumption of public access”); In re Providian Credit Card Cases, 

96 Cal. App. 4th 292, 298 (Cal. Ct. App. 2002) (“The mere presence of a claimed trade secret does 

not carry a mandatory confidentiality requirement.”). 

22. Embarrassment to Mr. Rossi or indeed any party is not a ground for keeping 

information out of the public record. Keeping financial matters secret and out the public record 

simply because they are embarrassing is plainly contrary to Illinois law and the United States and 

Illinois constitutions. A.P. v. M.E.E., 354 Ill. App. 3d 989, 997 (1st Dist. 2004) citing Skolnick v. 

Altheimer & Gray, 191 Ill. 2d 214, 234 (2000).  

23. Pleadings should not be kept out of the public record as Judge Doscotch already 

recognized when the Court modified the Protective Order in response to requiring the filing of 
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motions like this one (given the Motion by the Media that the public had a right to see the court 

records.) The Court in A.P, 354 Ill.App.3d at 997 held: 

[P]leadings are not protected like much of the information that surfaces during pretrial 

discovery. The pleadings, motions and other papers filed with the court assume the 

presumption of public access. (citation omitted). Because litigation is a public enterprise 

and consumes public resources, it follows that in all but the most extraordinary cases (like 

weighty national security matters) complaints must be public. 

 

24. Accordingly, the Court should reject Rossi’s position that the pleadings that are the 

subject of this Motion (as well as the matters contained in SAC and other impounded pleadings) 

must be redacted so that the financial information contained therein is kept out of the public record. 

The Court should also permit Plaintiffs to use the Paul and Bare settlements in public pleadings as 

needed to support their claims. The Paul settlement reveals all the details of the illegal fixer scheme 

to destroy Rossi’s text exchanges so that even Reditus Labs and its other owner DAAD cannot see 

these texts for which Reditus Labs paid dearly, and which presumably would disqualify Rossi from 

ever holding a management position at Reditus Labs ever again. The settlements are also evidence 

of lawyers for Reditus Labs and Rossi participating in a criminal enterprise and fiduciary breaches 

to deny DAAD its true majority ownership position in Reditus Labs. The Court should allow 

DAAD to make these settlements evidencing illegal conduct part of the public record. 

25. The Court should also order Defendants going forward to designate only trade 

secrets and private medical information as confidential so that DAAD and Herzog are not forced 

to come into Court every time they file a pleading or other document that contains financial 

information of Rossi’s and his family’s and lawyers’ many misdeeds. As the true majority owner 

of Reditus Labs, DAAD has every financial incentive to cooperate and in fact insist upon truly 

confidential trade secret type information being kept out the public record as evidenced by its 

agreement for the receiver report to be kept out of the public record. 
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WHEREFORE Plaintiff Davie and Associates Dermatopathology, P.A. requests that the 

Court order that  (1) Plaintiff’s Motion to a Add Count for a Declaratory Judgment; (2) Plaintiff’s 

Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting memorandum on the issue of who owns a majority 

of Reditus Labs; (3)  the Declaration of Craig Greene which is an Exhibit to the Motion for 

Summary Judgment; and (4) the Paul and Bare settlements can be filed unredacted in the public 

record and that Defendants be directed to limit their confidentiality designations to only those 

categories of financial information which the law recognizes as confidential and allows to be kept 

confidential and outside the public record, such as trade secrets and personal medical information 

or social security numbers. 

DAVIE AND ASSOCIATES 

DERMATOPATHOLOGY, P.A., 

 

By:   /s/ Peter S. Lubin    

      One of Its Attorneys 

Peter S. Lubin (6185789) 

Patrick Austermuehle (6299005) 

LUBIN AUSTERMUEHLE, PC 

17W220 22nd Street, Suite 410 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181 

(630) 333-0333 

peter@l-a.law  

patrick@l-a.law  

Terrence Buehler (6181738) 

LAW OFFICE OF TERRENCE BUEHLER 

19 South LaSalle Street, Suite 702 

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

(312) 371-4385 

tbuehler@tbuehlerlaw.com  

 

 Robert J. Hanauer (6306102) 

Patrick T. Sheets (6330427) 

Gabrielle M. Cunningham (6338854) 

Hanauer Law Office, LLC  

456 Fulton Street, Suite 200  

Peoria, Illinois 61602  

(309) 966-4423  

rob@hanauerlaw.com 

patrick@hanauerlaw.com 

gcunningham@hanauerlaw.com  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I, Peter S. Lubin, the undersigned attorney, hereby certify that on May 25, 2022, I caused 

the foregoing DAAD’s Motion to Lift the Confidentiality Designations on Certain Redacted and 

Impounded Pleadings to be served upon the following individuals via email: 

 

William J. Kelley, III 

Chanda M. Feldkamp 

Kelly Law Partners, LLC 

501 S Sherry Street, Suite 1100 

Denver, CO 80246 

wkelly@kellylawpartners.com  

cfeldkamp@kellylawpartners.com  

 

Robert J. Hanauer  

Patrick T. Sheets  

Gabrielle M. Cunningham  

Hanauer Law Office, LLC  

456 Fulton Street, Suite 200  

Peoria, Illinois 61602  

rob@hanauerlaw.com 

patrick@hanauerlaw.com 

gcunningham@hanauerlaw.com  
 

Lisa M. Lilly 

Kelly Law Partners, LLC 

332 South Michigan Ave., Suite 121-L483 

Chicago, IL 60604 

lml@kellylawpartners.com 

Terrence Buehler  

LAW OFFICE OF TERRENCE BUEHLER 

19 South LaSalle Street, Suite 702 

Chicago, Illinois 60606 

(312) 371-4385 

tbuehler@tbuehlerlaw.com  

Stephen M. Buck  

QUINN JOHNSTON 

227 N.E. Jefferson Avenue 

Peoria, IL 61602 

(309) 674-1133 

sbuck@quinnjohnston.com 

Stephen J. Heine, 

STEPHEN HEINE LAW P.C.  

311 S.W. Water Street, Suite 204  

Peoria, IL 61602  

(309) 243-1393 

stephen@stephenheinelaw.com 

Richard E. Steck 

RICHARD E. STECK & ASSOCIATES 

140 South Dearborn Street, Suite 1510 

Chicago, IL 60603 

(312) 236-4200 

airsteck@usa.net 

David G. Lubben 

Davis & Campbell, L.L.C. 

401 Main Street, Suite 1600 

Peoria, IL 61602 

(309) 673-1681 

dglubben@dcamplaw.com  

Robert T. Varney  

Mary E. Tallon  

121 North Main Street, 4th Floor  

Bloomington, IL 61701  

Phone: (309) 827-4444  

documents@varneylaw.com  

Howard Adelman 

Erich S. Buck 

Alexander F. Brougham 

Adelman & Gettleman, Ltd. 

53 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 1050 

Chicago, Illinois 60604 

hla@ag-ltd.com 

esb@ag-ltd.com 

afb@ag-ltd.com  

 

         /s/ Peter S. Lubin   
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